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During the last few years we have witnessed a growing interest in searching for novel, high performance 

thermoelectric materials (TEMs) for energy conversion in small scale power generation and refrigeration 

devices. Some time ago the appealing question regarding the best possible electronic structure of 

thermoelectric materials (TEMs) was discussed by Mahan and Sofo [1]. It was proposed on sound 

theoretical basis that the best TEMs are likely to be found among materials exhibiting a sharp singularity 

in the density of states (DOS) close to the Fermi level, along with a substantial depletion of the DOS at 

the Fermi level. In this contribution I will describe the thermoelectric properties of two different classes of 

materials exhibiting these required spectral features in their electronic structures. The first class of 

materials are representatives of quasicrystalline alloys exhibiting semiconductor-like, rather than 

metallic electronic transport properties, along with extremely low thermal conductivity values. 

Accordingly, quasicrystals can be regarded as an unexpected instance of the so-called electron crystal-

phonon glass approach introduced by Slack [2]. Thus, quasicrystals occupy a very promising position in 

the quest for novel TEMs, naturally bridging the gap between semiconducting materials and metallic 

ones [3]. 

 

As an alternative to bulk materials the study of the thermoelectric properties of single molecules may 

underpin novel thermal devices such as molecular-scale Peltier coolers (figure) and provide new insight 

into mechanisms for molecular-scale transport. In this way, the thermoelectric potential of some 

conducting polymers, like polythiophene and polyaminosquarine, has been recently reviewed on the 

basis of their electronic band structures. I will focus on the electronic structure and transport properties 

on DNA based devices, with an special attention to the possible use of a thermoelectric signature for 

different codons of biological interest in order to explore new sequencing techniques based on physical 

processes instead of the usual chemical ones [4-7]. In fact, the thermoelectric properties of molecular 

systems have received a lot of attention during the last few years and it is expected that this attention to 

increase fast as the necessary experimental techniques are progressively refined [8-10].  
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Figure caption 
 
Sketch illustrating the basic features of a nanoscale DNA based Peltier cell. A polyA-polyT (polyG-polyC) 
oligonucleotide, playing the role of n-type, left (p-type, right) semiconductor legs, are connected to organic wires 
(light boxes) deposited onto ceramic heat sinks (dark boxes). 


